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Capturing the serenity of its exclusive setting amidst the open parkland of Brighton Public Golf Course, this exceptionally

private single-level oasis sets the tone for laid-back lifestyle excellence. Offering desirable entry off quiet Creswick Street

and an indoor-outdoor design that rivals the best, it's a sanctuary of style designed for relaxation, entertainment and easy

living.Superb north-west light and oversized glass walls seamlessly link the interior with the landscaped outdoors,

creating a captivating first impression that allows the eye to flow instantly through the idyllic and calming surroundings.

Polished timber floors underpin free-flowing spaces, spanning two separate living areas and dedicated dining zones,

emphasising the home's impressive scale. A true entertainer, the central gourmet kitchen affords a seamless alfresco

connection, equipped for any occasion with a walk-in pantry, a statement Falcon range stove and Bosch dishwasher.

Floor-to-ceiling glass doors slide open to a decked entertaining yard, where lush, established gardens and seasonal colour

form the perfect backdrop for alfresco dining.Two spacious bedrooms with another area with potential to be changed to a

third bedroom & study. Another area zoned for ultimate peace beside a large, contemporary bathroom within the south

wing, including the substantial main suite with walk-in robes, ensuite and tranquil views over the golf course. Complete

with ducted heating, a formal lounge/office with library shelving, a sauna and excellent storage, this low-maintenance

secluded gem offers an unmatched opportunity for downsizers seeking the best of Bayside. Located within steps of bus

services and South Road prestige schooling and moments from Hampton Street's shopping and dining precinct, Dendy

Park, the beach and city-bound transport.    


